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The world we live in is continuously adapting to new demands and the dermatological
field is naturally following the same trend. New treatments for both medical and
cosmetic concerns emerge every year, showing promising outcomes for our patients.
However, not everything is turning in the right direction. In the context of
globalization and financial struggles, one can easily notice a decline in the quality of
medical education, which paradoxically parallels the rise of costs for doctors searching
for state of the art knowledge delivered by authentic authorities in the field. Moreover,
researchers must often face pecuniary difficulties when it comes to having their work
published in indexed journals.
RoJCED is determined to find its place in this not so perfect world, while maintaining
an acute desire to improve with the help of our readers and medical writers and
delivering in a constant and effortless way specialty literature to meet doctors’ up to
date needs.
Moreover, the journal is aiming to become a platform designed for colleagues
pursuing a journalistic assertion, facilitating easy access, editorial counseling, review
and publishing free of costs.
Over the past few years, the battle between print and digital has emerged in the
medical literature as well, and many journals have waived their print versions. In this
context, we continue to believe that print is the best and most natural way to absorb
information stimulating more senses and captivating the reader.
Eric Hoffer once stated: “In a world of change, the learners shall inherit the earth,
while the learned shall find themselves perfectly suited for a world that no longer exists”.
Today, RoJCED is still a learner hoping that one day will inherit a better scientific world,
while feeling perfectly suited for a changed dimension. The future begins today and the
way it will look like in the distance depends on the means, aspirations and actions we
start taking in the present.
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